Minutes For March 19, 2013 Quilt Show Meeting
The Meeting was called to order by Quilt Show Chair, Carol Riddles, at 7 p.m. Board Sec. Em Sun
was unable to attend, the minutes were taken by Carol Riddles. Those in attendance were Carolyn
Christiansen, Kathleen Stanley, Valerie Hixson, Lettie Lewis, Lois Hodges, Joan Mosley, Myrna Raglin and
Jay Pohl.
Corrections to the Jan. minutes were made. The date on the minutes was changed from Feb. 5,
2013 to Jan.15, 2013. Judge, Rachel Clarks' name was corrected as the name Cook had been stated.
The caterers name is PJ's rather than RJ's. Lastly, the next two meetings for signups will be Feb. and
April rather than Feb. and March as stated.
The corrections were accepted, no names were recorded.
Treasurers Report
The report was very brief as both the Treasurer and Treasurer Co-Chair were out
of town and Carol was unable to open the attachment as it was sent. It was reported that
only two
checks were written. A $50.00 check was to cover a new Lunchroom lock and a $200.00 check to the
Fairgrounds to cover the Quilt Show deposit.
Carol did not ask for an acceptance as the report was
too incomplete
Old Business,
Lunchroom Displays. Thanks to the hugely popular response to last years display of MAC art quilts
and SWAG garments, they will be the lunchroom exhibit again this year.
New Business,
The Agenda stated that the new Equipment Chair, Mary Serpa, would be introduced. However,
she was not in attendance but the board was given her e-mail and phone number. serpalivinez@
yahoo.com and phone # 274-7033. Jay Pohl is also new to the board as Basket Co-Chair. Her info is
jaypohl@ymail.com and phone #432-8416. This information was given so it can be added to our current
QS Board roster.
WiFi. The Fairgrounds is now offering WiFi to any area of the grounds that an event would need
it. The cost is $50.00 a day per area. It is not guaranteed to work in-doors. We discussed having it in
the vendor building only. Due to low attendance, the board was unable to vote on the issue. It was
decided the discussion and vote on this topic will continue through e-mailing.
Committee Reports,
Country Store....Lettie Lewis reported that they have 20 vendors and still need more. They also
need 10 more volunteers. All those interested in being a vendor must get a packet of information to fill
out for them.
Shuttle Bus.....The idea of putting Vendor & Country Store signs on the back of the No. Mines
building and the back of the Shuttle Bus was discussed. Christine Brodie will be asked to look into it.
Gate.......Carol reiterated the importance of all volunteers having a green voucher in order to
get a wrist band at the beginning of their shift.
Hall Of Honor......Carolyn needs small wall quilts to decorate her booth area.

Lunchroom.....PJ's has increased their lunch prices. We will increase our drinks from $1.00 to
$1.25. Kathleen will research selling ice cream as a dessert option. The lunchroom needs 13 volunteers.
Baskets.......Jay Pohl reported that Sun Sweet Growers Inc. has donated a very nice large
basket. She requested two comp tickets to send to them. Once again we will be honored with a Manly
Basket provided by Tom Grant and James Ellisor. With a new twist, Marjorie McConnell is making a
Martini Basket.
Sharon Ellisor has volunteered to make the cards listing the contents of each
basket. Baskets from all contributors are due April 10.
Programs.....Lois is looking for ways to cut the cost for printing the programs by reducing the
size and number of items used. She distributed copies of some of the standard entries that committees
always use in the programs so they can be reviewed and possible made shorter. The deadline for all
program entries is April 2. The Stapling Party will be Wed. May 1 at the Ponderosa Hall from 10a.m. to
12 ish.
Vendors.......Currently there are 17 vendors filling 20 spaces. Myrna expects those numbers
to change, somewhat, over the next few weeks. She needs one more volunteer.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:15 p.m. The next board meeting will be March 19.
Respectfully submitted, Carol Riddles, Quilt Show Chair

